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Model assumptionsModel assumptions

�� When utilizing a When utilizing a tt--test or ANOVA, certain test or ANOVA, certain 
assumptions have to be in place. In other assumptions have to be in place. In other 
words, a statistical test cannot be words, a statistical test cannot be 
arbitrarily used, but a specific set of arbitrarily used, but a specific set of 
conditions must be met for the statistical conditions must be met for the statistical 
test to be deemed appropriate and test to be deemed appropriate and 
meaningful. These conditions are known meaningful. These conditions are known 
as as model assumptions.model assumptions.

�� The model assumptions for The model assumptions for tt--test or test or 
ANOVA include independence, normality, ANOVA include independence, normality, 
and homogeneity of variances. and homogeneity of variances. 
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IndependenceIndependence

�� Randomness in selection and assignmentRandomness in selection and assignment

�� A selection of a participant should not be dependent A selection of a participant should not be dependent 
upon the selection of another participant. upon the selection of another participant. 

�� In a study in which treatment conditions are utilized, In a study in which treatment conditions are utilized, 
individuals in a population should have an equal chance individuals in a population should have an equal chance 
of being selected and assigned to a group at random. of being selected and assigned to a group at random. 

�� However, social science research often deals with However, social science research often deals with 
examining differences in characteristics, such as gender, examining differences in characteristics, such as gender, 
in which random assignment is not possible. Additionally, in which random assignment is not possible. Additionally, 
each participant should be observed once. each participant should be observed once. 
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IndependenceIndependence

�� For example, a researcher wishes to compare two For example, a researcher wishes to compare two 
classes with respect to performance on a test. If one classes with respect to performance on a test. If one 
student was in both classes, that student could not be student was in both classes, that student could not be 
measured twice (once for each class). Rather, it would measured twice (once for each class). Rather, it would 
be best to eliminate such a participant. be best to eliminate such a participant. 

�� The most important issue of independence is that The most important issue of independence is that 
““observations within or between groups are not paired, observations within or between groups are not paired, 
dependent, correlated, or associated in any waydependent, correlated, or associated in any way”” (Glass (Glass 
& Hopkins, 1996, p. 295). & Hopkins, 1996, p. 295). 

�� There are specific tests for paired observations, known There are specific tests for paired observations, known 
as as repeated measuresrepeated measures, which can be used with paired , which can be used with paired 
observation. observation. 

�� When independence is compromised, probability When independence is compromised, probability 
estimates of type I and type II error are not accurate.estimates of type I and type II error are not accurate.
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NormalityNormality

�� Concerned with the distributions of Concerned with the distributions of 

the groups being compared in a the groups being compared in a 

study. study. 

�� Parametric tests assume that each Parametric tests assume that each 

group is normally distributed. group is normally distributed. 
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NormalityNormality

�� The mathematic properties of the formulae used to The mathematic properties of the formulae used to 
compare groups are based on the mean, median, and mode compare groups are based on the mean, median, and mode 
being approximately equal and the distribution resembling being approximately equal and the distribution resembling 
a bella bell--shaped curve. shaped curve. 

�� In a normal sample distribution from a population, means In a normal sample distribution from a population, means 
and variances over repeated samples will be uncorrelated, and variances over repeated samples will be uncorrelated, 
and thus, statistically independent. and thus, statistically independent. 

�� While measures exist to test for normality prior to running While measures exist to test for normality prior to running 
a a tt--test or ANOVA (e.g. Shapirotest or ANOVA (e.g. Shapiro--WilkWilk statistic (statistic (WW), ), zz--test test 
for for skewnessskewness, , zz--test for kurtosis), in reality, the test for kurtosis), in reality, the 
consequences of violating the normality assumption are consequences of violating the normality assumption are 
rather minimal, especially when conducting a study with a rather minimal, especially when conducting a study with a 
balanced designbalanced design, that is, to conduct research with sample , that is, to conduct research with sample 
sizes being equal in all groups (Glass & Hopkins, 1996).sizes being equal in all groups (Glass & Hopkins, 1996).
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NormalityNormality

�� When group sample sizes are equal       When group sample sizes are equal       

(n(n1 1 = n= n2 2 == nn33……), then ANOVA is ), then ANOVA is 

robust to robust to nonnormalitynonnormality. . 

�� For small samples (For small samples (nnjj < 30), < 30), 

normality can be evaluated using the normality can be evaluated using the 

ShapiroShapiro--WilkWilk statistic (SW), which statistic (SW), which 

we will evaluate at the .01 level of we will evaluate at the .01 level of 

significance.significance.
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NormalityNormality

�� Thus, when Thus, when pp < .01 and we have < .01 and we have 

unequal group sample sizes, a unequal group sample sizes, a 

transformation or a nonparametric transformation or a nonparametric 

alternative may be necessary. alternative may be necessary. 

�� When the SW statistic shows When the SW statistic shows p > p > 

..01, then the normality assumption 01, then the normality assumption 

is held, and we can move forward in is held, and we can move forward in 

our analysis.our analysis.
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NormalityNormality

�� For large sample sizes (groups For large sample sizes (groups 

greater than 30), we will look at box greater than 30), we will look at box 

plots. plots. 

�� The SW statistic is very sensitive to The SW statistic is very sensitive to 

large sample sizes and will likely large sample sizes and will likely 

show significance even when the show significance even when the 

group appears normally distributed.group appears normally distributed.
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Homogeneity of variances (HOV)Homogeneity of variances (HOV)

�� Homogeneity of variances is Homogeneity of variances is 

concerned about the estimation of concerned about the estimation of 

withwith--in group differencesin group differences. . 

�� When conducting an ANOVA or When conducting an ANOVA or tt--

test, the researcher is focused on test, the researcher is focused on 

establishing whether or not establishing whether or not 

statistically significant differences statistically significant differences 

exist between the groups. exist between the groups. 
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Homogeneity of variances (HOV)Homogeneity of variances (HOV)

�� Thus, a mean for each group is calculated. Thus, a mean for each group is calculated. 
However, most participants (if any) do not score However, most participants (if any) do not score 
the exact mean. The mean is only an estimation the exact mean. The mean is only an estimation 
of the group. Thus, when participants do not of the group. Thus, when participants do not 
score the mean, this is called error, and the score the mean, this is called error, and the 
average amount of error in the group is known as average amount of error in the group is known as 
the standard deviation. the standard deviation. 

�� The variance (the standard deviation squared) is The variance (the standard deviation squared) is 
the estimated amount of error under the normal the estimated amount of error under the normal 
curve. Whereas the standard deviation is the curve. Whereas the standard deviation is the 
average amount of error in scores, the variance average amount of error in scores, the variance 
is the amount of error in the area under the is the amount of error in the area under the 
normal curve.normal curve.
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Homogeneity of variances (HOV)Homogeneity of variances (HOV)

�� In In univariateunivariate parametric statistics, parametric statistics, 
the variances (also the amount of the variances (also the amount of 
error under the normal curve or the error under the normal curve or the 
estimated withestimated with--in group differences) in group differences) 
should be approximate to each should be approximate to each 
other.other.

�� When parametric tests are utilized, When parametric tests are utilized, 
a single term representing the a single term representing the 
pooled variancepooled variance, the combined , the combined 
variances of the group, is utilized.variances of the group, is utilized.
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Homogeneity of variances (HOV)Homogeneity of variances (HOV)

�� For example, one group has a distribution For example, one group has a distribution 
in which the participants all scored close in which the participants all scored close 
to the mean. Another group had a lot to the mean. Another group had a lot 
more variability, and deviated from the more variability, and deviated from the 
mean quite extensively. mean quite extensively. 

�� The result is that the researcher is The result is that the researcher is 
comparing apples to oranges. The groups comparing apples to oranges. The groups 
have a very different distribution and have a very different distribution and 
cannot be compared without utilizing cannot be compared without utilizing 
additional statistical procedures (e.g. additional statistical procedures (e.g. 
Welch Welch tt’’ test or Browntest or Brown--Forsythe Forsythe FF’’ testtest) or ) or 
nonparametric tests.nonparametric tests.
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Homogeneity of variances (HOV)Homogeneity of variances (HOV)

�� Like normality, when sample sizes Like normality, when sample sizes 
are equal among groups, are equal among groups, tt--test and test and 
ANOVA are robust to heterogeneous ANOVA are robust to heterogeneous 
variances. variances. 

�� However, when sample sizes are However, when sample sizes are 
unequal and heterogeneous unequal and heterogeneous 
variances occur, the results of the variances occur, the results of the tt--
test or ANOVA are compromised with test or ANOVA are compromised with 
respect to the likelihood of making a respect to the likelihood of making a 
type I error.type I error.
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Homogeneity of variances (HOV)Homogeneity of variances (HOV)

�� There are statistical test to address homogeneity There are statistical test to address homogeneity 
of variances. Some tests are seldom used (e.g. of variances. Some tests are seldom used (e.g. 
HartleyHartley’’s s FmaxFmax test or Cochran test) because test or Cochran test) because 
they require a balanced designs and are they require a balanced designs and are 
inaccurate when distributions are inaccurate when distributions are nonnormalnonnormal. . 

�� Balance designs occur seldom in social science Balance designs occur seldom in social science 
research, and as stated before, research, and as stated before, tt--test and ANOVA test and ANOVA 
are robust to heterogeneous designs when are robust to heterogeneous designs when 
sample sizes are equal. sample sizes are equal. 

�� Two additional tests that are commonly used in Two additional tests that are commonly used in 
statistical software are the statistical software are the LeveneLevene test and test and 
BrownBrown--Forsythe test.Forsythe test.
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Homogeneity of variances (HOV): Homogeneity of variances (HOV): 

LeveneLevene TestTest

�� The The LeveneLevene test uses the absolute test uses the absolute 
value of the deviation scores (the value of the deviation scores (the 
group mean is subtracted form the group mean is subtracted form the 
raw score) and a raw score) and a FF--test is conducted test is conducted 
using the absolute value of the using the absolute value of the 
deviation scores.deviation scores.

�� In some statistical software, such as In some statistical software, such as 
SPSS, the SPSS, the LeveneLevene test is the only test is the only 
test for homogeneity of variance that test for homogeneity of variance that 
is utilized.is utilized.
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Homogeneity of variances (HOV): Homogeneity of variances (HOV): 

BrownBrown--Forsythe TestForsythe Test
�� The BrownThe Brown--Forsythe test can be used when Forsythe test can be used when 
sample sizes are unequal (Kirk, 1995) and is sample sizes are unequal (Kirk, 1995) and is 
robust to robust to nonormalitynonormality. . 

�� It is similar to the It is similar to the LeveneLevene test, but it utilizes a test, but it utilizes a FF--
test on the absolute value of the deviation scores test on the absolute value of the deviation scores 
using the median, as opposed to the mean. Thus, using the median, as opposed to the mean. Thus, 
the Brownthe Brown--Forsythe test is less influenced by Forsythe test is less influenced by 
groups with greater ranges of scores. groups with greater ranges of scores. 

�� Overall, when conducting or reviewing research, Overall, when conducting or reviewing research, 
awareness of the degree to which model awareness of the degree to which model 
assumptions were met can influence the assumptions were met can influence the 
generalizabilitygeneralizability of the results and the of the results and the replicabilityreplicability
of the research.of the research.
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HOV TestHOV Test

�� In this class we will use the In this class we will use the LeveneLevene test in SPSS test in SPSS 
to test for to test for hovhov..

�� The The hovhov test will be conducted at the .01 level of test will be conducted at the .01 level of 
signficancesignficance..

�� So, when So, when pp > .01 on the > .01 on the LeveneLevene test, the test, the hovhov
assumption is met, and we can move forward assumption is met, and we can move forward 
with our analysis.with our analysis.

�� However, when However, when pp < .01 on the < .01 on the LeveneLevene test, the test, the 
hovhov assumption is not met, and we need to assumption is not met, and we need to 
consider other alternatives, such as whether the consider other alternatives, such as whether the 
ANOVA meets the criteria for a liberal or ANOVA meets the criteria for a liberal or 
conservative conservative FF-- test. test. 
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Conservative Conservative FF--testtest

�� In a given data set, when groups In a given data set, when groups 
with larger sample sizes also have with larger sample sizes also have 
larger variances and groups with larger variances and groups with 
smaller sample sizes have smaller smaller sample sizes have smaller 
variances, the likelihood of making a variances, the likelihood of making a 
type I error (alpha) is actually lower, type I error (alpha) is actually lower, 
referred to as a referred to as a conservativeconservative
statistical test. (Glass & Hopkins, statistical test. (Glass & Hopkins, 
1996).1996).
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Conservative Conservative FF--testtest

So, if nSo, if n11 > n> n22 > n> n33……

and   sand   s11
22 > s> s22

22 > s> s33
22…… and we found and we found 

heterogeneous variances (heterogeneous variances (FFLeveneLevene = = 11.02, 11.02, 
pp < .01) and our ANOVA showed the < .01) and our ANOVA showed the 
following result following result FF(3,16) = 3.23, (3,16) = 3.23, pp = .051, = .051, 
we would know that our we would know that our pp--value is actually value is actually 
lower than what is stated (.051), but we lower than what is stated (.051), but we 
do not know how much lower. So, we do not know how much lower. So, we 
would not be able to interpret this test, would not be able to interpret this test, 
and would have to try an alternative (e.g. and would have to try an alternative (e.g. 
Welch Welch tt’’ test or Browntest or Brown--Forsythe Forsythe FF’’ testtest).).
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Conservative Conservative FF--testtest

However, if nHowever, if n11 > n> n22 > n> n33……

and   sand   s11
22 > s> s22

22 > s> s33
22…… and we found and we found 

heterogeneous variances (heterogeneous variances (FFLeveneLevene = = 11.02, 11.02, 

pp < .01) and our ANOVA showed the < .01) and our ANOVA showed the 

following result following result FF(3,16) = 4.02, (3,16) = 4.02, pp < .05, < .05, 

we would know that our we would know that our pp--value is actually value is actually 

lower than what set our alpha level at lower than what set our alpha level at 

(.05). So, we could interpret this test as (.05). So, we could interpret this test as 

statistically significant.statistically significant.
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Liberal Liberal FF--testtest

�� In a given data set, when groups In a given data set, when groups 

with larger sample sizes have smaller with larger sample sizes have smaller 

variances and groups with smaller variances and groups with smaller 

sample sizes have larger variances, sample sizes have larger variances, 

the likelihood of making a type I the likelihood of making a type I 

error (alpha) is higher, referred to as error (alpha) is higher, referred to as 

a a liberalliberal statistical test (Glass & statistical test (Glass & 

Hopkins, 1996).Hopkins, 1996).
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Liberal Liberal FF--testtest

So, if nSo, if n11 > n> n22 > n> n33……

and   sand   s11
22 < s< s22

22 < s< s33
22…… and we found heterogeneous and we found heterogeneous 

variances (variances (FFLeveneLevene = = 11.02, 11.02, pp < .01) and our < .01) and our 
ANOVA showed the following result ANOVA showed the following result FF(3,16) = (3,16) = 
3.23, 3.23, pp = .051, we would know that our = .051, we would know that our pp--value value 
is actually higher than what is stated (.051), but is actually higher than what is stated (.051), but 
we do not know how much higher. So, we would we do not know how much higher. So, we would 
be able to interpret this test as not significant, be able to interpret this test as not significant, 
since since pp is already greater than .05, and we know is already greater than .05, and we know 
that the actual that the actual pp--value is even higher.value is even higher.
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Liberal Liberal FF--testtest

However, if nHowever, if n11 > n> n22 > n> n33……

and   sand   s11
22 < s< s22

22 < s< s33
22…… and we found and we found 

heterogeneous variances (heterogeneous variances (FFLeveneLevene = = 11.02, 11.02, 
pp < .01) and our ANOVA showed the < .01) and our ANOVA showed the 
following result following result FF(3,16) = 4.02, (3,16) = 4.02, pp < .05, < .05, 
we would know that our we would know that our pp--value is actually value is actually 
higher than what is stated (.05), but we higher than what is stated (.05), but we 
do not know how much higher. So, we do not know how much higher. So, we 
would not be able to interpret this test, would not be able to interpret this test, 
and would have to try an alternative (e.g. and would have to try an alternative (e.g. 
Welch Welch tt’’ test or Browntest or Brown--Forsythe Forsythe FF’’ testtest).).
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Conservative vs. Liberal Conservative vs. Liberal FF--test Summarytest Summary——

When the HOV assumption is significant When the HOV assumption is significant 

andand……

�� If the If the FF--test is deemed conservative test is deemed conservative 

and you have statistical significance, and you have statistical significance, 

you can trust that result.you can trust that result.

�� However, if the However, if the FF--test is deemed test is deemed 

conservative and you do not have conservative and you do not have 

statistical significance, you must use statistical significance, you must use 

an alternative analysis.an alternative analysis.
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Conservative vs. Liberal Conservative vs. Liberal FF--test Summarytest Summary——

When the HOV assumption is significant When the HOV assumption is significant 

andand……

�� If the If the FF--test is deemed liberal and test is deemed liberal and 

you do not have statistical you do not have statistical 

significance, you can trust that significance, you can trust that 

result.result.

�� However, if the However, if the FF--test is deemed test is deemed 

liberal and you do have statistical liberal and you do have statistical 

significance, you must use an significance, you must use an 

alternative analysis.alternative analysis.


